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Seller information
earthstarcrystals2012 

100% Positive feedback

 Follow this seller

See other items

 JOANI'S PONIES

Arkansas/Atlantean STARGATE CRYSTAL

Mouse over image to zoom

Have one to sell? Sell it yourself

Item
condition:

New

  

Price: US $499.00 Buy It Now

Best Offer:  Make Offer

 1 watcher

Shipping: $28.15 Expedited Shipping | See details

 Item location: Yellv ille, Arkansas, United States

 Ships to: Worldwide

Delivery: Estimated on or before Sat. Nov. 23 to 90046

Payments:  , Bill Me Later  | See details

Returns: 14 days money back, buyer pays return shipping
|  Read details

Guarantee:
 

Get the item you ordered or get your money back.

Add to cart

100% positive
Feedback

Best offer
available

New
Condition

Spend $99+ and get 6 months to pay
Subject to credit approval. See terms

Add to watch list

Add to collection

 

 | Learn

more

People who viewed this item also viewed 

Shipping and payments

eBay item number:

Feedback on our suggestions

Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.

Last updated on  Sep 09, 2013 02:53:53 PDT  View all revisions

Item specifics

Condition: New: A brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item (including handmade
items). See the seller's listing ... Read more
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LEMURIAN SEED CRYSTALS ATLANTEAN CRYSTALS PLEIADIAN CRYSTALS CUSTOM PAINTED PONIES

$49.99 

Atlantean Temple (TM)

Smoky Quartz Cryst...

Free shipping

$29.99 

Atlantean Temple (TM)

Smoky Quartz Cryst...

Free shipping

$69.99 

Empathic Atlantean

Temple (TM) Quartz...

Free shipping

$29.99 

Atlantean Temple (TM)

Quartz Crystal Altar...

Free shipping
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This is a beautiful Arkansas Atlantean crystal with some Lemurian striations on the side. It is a STARGATE CRYSTAL. Please scroll down to read about these new ancient beings. I purchased this direct from the Coleman Mine in

2001. This one weighs 8 pounds and 6 ounces. It measures 8 inches long x5 inches wide x6 1/2 inches tall. Beautifully self healed on the bottom as you

can see. Also see the facial form and even what resembles an eye on the base. This beauty has the very glossy finish that the Arkansas crystals are famous for. The last picture is another STARGATE crystal of citrine which shows

the 'facial form' very

well and the next to last picture is an artistic rendition of the Arkansas Triple Vortal. Any questions, please feel free to ask.

 

About the new (and all are very old) Stargate Crystals: (From J Jiannine)

I must start this by explaining that crystals, all crystals, are very communicative and it is fairly easy for me to separate in my mind the normal everyday chatter and hear the thoughts and words of these great sentient beings. Strangely enough I have had four or
five that never have spoken to me over the 10 or so years that I have had them. I always wondered about this but they did not seem to be in any hurry to find a new home so just let them be, thinking they will let me know when they wish to move on. Much to my
surprise, late in 2012 I began picking up some very excited crystal chatter and have been all this time trying to put so much info together properly, as once they opened up about their purpose It was hard to believe at first but they are very insistent about it so
have been asking this and asking that so as to be sure I am getting the right information.

 At this time they are appearing all around the globe, one may even have one in their collection unknown just silently waiting, and the time is now right for them to come forward with this information. 

 Over the centuries from the time of Lemuria and then Atlantis and the golden age of Egypt they have been broken and scattered, carried by the winds of time to the far reaches of our beloved Gaia. For some odd reason they all have an area upon them or a side
or edge that strangely resembles (with a bit of imagination) a giant stone head/face, reminiscent of the Easter Island giant stone heads.. This is very pronounced on the very last picture listed here, of Pele/Nefertiti (not for sale), and quite a few others, while
many can be seen as faces within a crystal. Many have the Lemurian trademark of a matte finish on most of it, while others show shiny and very nice crystal formations on the better part of them. All are ‘bits and pieces’ of ancient Lemurian (and some of these
were moved to Atlantis to become Atlantean) Temple crystals . Some are still rough on parts and some are beautifully finished, like this one.  Quite a few are citrine quartz, but many are clear quartz, amethyst quartz, and smoky quartz Stargate crystals as well.

These sacred crystals want to be seriously worked with; and when not working with you kept within a diamond grid of small Lemurian and Atlantean crystals. These special crystals can aid you to actually access other dimensions both in time and/or space in your
meditations if you so choose to go there and are ready. They like a bit of ceremony, (candles and/ or scents, and some music,) however they say this is not as important as your meditative state being open and aware.

 

*A Stargate opens to those who are called. Each of you in Divine Self know within your deepest truth that you are still there. It beckons and it is visited often in dreams, lucid dreams of euphoric exaltation and zest. It is a buoyant heavenly place of evermore
where dreams come true. Your travels have taken you far, and the path now leads you home... and the light is always left on for your arrival.* (ArchAngel Metatron via EK)

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                               

Questions and answers about this item

No questions or answers have been posted about this item.
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Related buying guides : Common Forms and Habits of Arkansas Quartz Crystals

More to explore : Arkansas Quartz Crystal
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